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PSEUDOCIRCLES IN DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

JUDY A. KENNEDY AND JAMES A. YORKE

Abstract. We construct an example of a C°° map on a 3-manifold which has

an invariant set with an uncountable number of components, each of which is

a pseudocircle. Furthermore, any map which is sufficiently close (in the C1-

metric) to the constructed map has a similar set.

I. Introduction

In 1982, Handel [Ha] gave an example of a C°°-diffeomorphism of the plane
with an extremely pathological strange attractor. The attractor for his diffeomor-
phism is a plane-separating continuum known to topologists as a pseudocircle.

A continuum is a compact, connected, metric space. A continuum X is in-
decomposable if it cannot be written as the union of two proper subcontinua.

A continuum is hereditarily indecomposable if each of its subcontinua is in-

decomposable. Pseudocircles are hereditarily indecomposable continua. Since
pseudocircles are hereditarily indecomposable, they cannot contain any arcs,
that is, continua homeomorphic to the unit interval [0, 1].

Several modifications of Handel's example have appeared since 1982. These
include results by Herman [He], Moeckel [M], and Pommerenke and Rodin
[PR]. As a result of these investigations, and many others, it appears that even
for smooth dynamical systems, invariants sets are sometimes quite irregular.

In this paper we construct an example of a dynamical system which we feel
is not pathological. Hence our approach and our goals are quite different from

those in the papers mentioned. The example we construct is a map F0 on a 3-
manifold. In the example there are two compact, connected sets Rx and R2

which have interior, and a map F0, which has the following properties. The

map Fo is continuous in a neighborhood N of Rx U R2 , and F0(R¡) 72 N for
z = 1, 2, and F0(dR¡) is disjoint from Rxli R2 for i = 1,2.

Write B = {fl|F0"(ö) G Rx UR2 for all «} . This set B has uncountably many
components, each of which is nowhere dense. Each component corresponds

to a sequence a = {a,}o°, where each a, G {1,2}. For each such sequence

there is a unique component of B, denoted B(a) = {q\F0n(q) £ Ran for n =

0,1,2,...}.
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In our case Rx and R2 are each the product of a disk and a circle. Each

component of B is in some sense circlelike, and uncountably many of these

components are pseudocircles. The construction depends only on how the maps
are defined on Rx U R2 and does not even depend on the 3-manifold in which
we place RXL)R2, but for notational simplicity, we choose a specific 3-manifold

and define Fo on the entire manifold.
In the construction below there is a discontinuity (outside a compact neigh-

borhood of Rx U R2), but this discontinuity can be removed by embedding the

compact neighborhood in a different 3-manifold such as R3 or S3 (in which

Rx and R2 are contractible). Our construction is perturbable in the sense that

for any map which is sufficiently close (in the C1 topology) to Fo we still have

uncountably many components of 1 that are pseudocircles.
We construct a map F0 from S1 x R1 x Sl to itself, write elements in that

space q = (x, y, z), and refer to the x, y, and z coordinates of q as well as

the first, second, and third coordinates of q . The objective is to investigate the

dynamical system qn+i = F0(qn). The map is chosen so that for every starting

point #0 the trajectory qn has its y coordinate go either to +00 or to -co, or

remain bounded as n approaches 00 , and we refer to initial points an as either

+oo-points, -co-points, or bounded points. Our results concern what happens

for particular initial values of z . For z G S1, let Bz = {(x, y)\(x, y, z) is

a bounded point}. For uncountably many choices of z, Bz is a pseudocircle

in S1 x R1 which separates 5'xl1 into two open sets, each homeomorphic

to S1 x R1. For each such z, Bzx{z} is a pseudocircle in the space, and the

union of these pseudocircles Bzx{z} forms an invariant set (the invariant set

mentioned in the abstract) in the space.
There are both advantages and disadvantages associated with our particu-

lar construction. Choose disjoint intervals Ix and I2 in Sl such that (1)

[-T58 > m] = h (so that /, is a fattened up [0, ±]), and (2) [^ , |^] = I2

(so that I2 is a fattened up [j, |]). The map Fo is chosen so that Fx =

F0\(Sl xRl x Ix) is a C°° map, and the map F2 = FoKS1 xl'x I2) is chosen

so that both the map and its inverse are C°° maps. However, as long as the
space is Sl xR1 x Sl, F0 cannot be chosen so that it is continuous and Fx

cannot be chosen so that it is one-to-one. In the previously mentioned investiga-

tions, the sets of interest are attractors or minimal invariant sets, and the maps
are C°° diffeomorphisms. Thus, with regard to these aspects, our example has

disadvantages compared to the previous investigations. We hope to change our

example by raising the dimension of our space, so that Fo will be a diffeomor-

phism on a manifold of dimension 7 and all diffeomorphisms close to Fo will

have the same properties. But that will have to be left for future work.

On the advantage side, we believe our example is (1) natural, in the sense

that it could actually model a physical or naturally occurring system; and is (2)
perturbable. The constructions of the earlier examples goes something like the

following: There is a diffeomorphism hx of R2 that satisfies properties (1) to

(n). Having hx, it is possible to choose a diffeomorphism h2 so that not only

are properties (1) to (n) satisfied, but also h2 "dovetails" with hx. Then h-¡

is chosen to "dovetail" with hx and h2 and to satisfy properties (1) to (n).

The process continues, and the result is a diffeomorphism h on R2 obtained

as a limit of the diffeomorphisms,  hx, h2, ... .   Thus,  h, although nice in
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many respects, is somewhat fragile. Such constructions are not perturbable; i.e.,

diffeomorphisms close to h would admit much simpler (topologically) invariant
sets.

Dynamical systems often exhibit expansion or contraction in one or more

directions, as well as shearing and rippling behaviors, and attracting or repelling
fixed points. Our map is constructed by combining a finite and explicit set of

these behaviors. Specifically, two maps, T (for "two") and W (for "wiggle"),

are constructed on S1 x R1, and a map g on Sl is constructed. Two disjoint

intervals Ix and I2 are selected and the map F0 on the S[ x R1 x Sl is chosen

so that F0(x, y, z) = (pz(x, y), g(z)) with pz = T if z e!x and pz = W if

zeI2. (We do not specify F0 outside of S'xR'x (/, u I2).) If S'xR'x Sl

is then embedded in R3 or S3 in a nice, smooth way, it is then possible to
extend Fo defined on the embedded image of S'xl'x Sl in a smooth way.

We denote the extended map on R3 or S3 by Fo also, as we can depend on

context to avoid ambiguity. Then there exists an open set u in the C1 maps

on R3 or S3 such that u contains F0 and such that if F G u, then F also

has an invariant set with an uncountable number of pseudocircle components.

In this sense, our dynamical system is perturbable.

II. Background and notation

If (X, d) is a metric space, let H(X) = {h\h is a homeomorphism from

X onto itself}. C°(X) = {f\f is a continuous map from X to itself}, and,

whenever X is a differentiable manifold, Cl(X) = {f\f is a differentiable map

from'* to itself}. For e > 0, h E H(X), f E C°(X), and / G Cl(X), let

Ne(h) = {k£ H(X)\d(k(x), h(x)) < e for x E X},

N?(f) = {k£ C°(X)\d(k(x), f(x)) < e for x £ X},

N¿(f) = {k£Cl(X)\d(k(x),f(x))<e,

and \\Dk(x) - Df(x)\\z <e, for each x £ X},

where Dk and Df and the Jacobian matrices and || • || is a norm on the space
of matrices.

For purposes of the proofs the metric spaces that interest us here are Sx,
S'xl1, 1'xR'^R2, Sl xR1 x Sl , and R1 x R1 x 51. Since we con-

sider S1 as R1 mod 1, for a, b E Sl, we take the distance from a to b

in Sl to be dist(a, b), the length of the shorter arc in Sl between a and

b. For (x, y) and (x', y') £ R2 , the distance from (x, y) to (x1, y') is

y/(x - x')2 + (y - y')2 , and for (x,y) and (x',y') eS'xR1, the distance

from (x,y) to (x', y') is ^(distCx, x'))2 + (y -y')2. Distances in SlxRlxS

and R'xR'xS1 are defined analogously. In all three cases, d denotes distance,

i.e., for a and b points of one of these spaces, d(a, b) denotes the distance
from a to b in the space. We rely on the context to avoid ambiguity. Likewise,

if e > 0 and a is a point is in one of our spaces, then De(q) denotes the set
of all points of the space at a distance less than e from q .

We use itx, n2 to denote the projections of S1 x R1 or R1 x R1 to their
respective coordinate spaces. When discussing S'xR'x 51 we speak of n^ as

well. Let N denote the positive integers and Z denote the integers.

A finite collection C = {cq , Cx, ... , cn} of sets is a circular chain if c, Dc, #
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0 if and only if \i — j\ < 1 or {/, j} = {0, n} . The elements of a circular
chain are called links. In this paper the circular chains have links that are

closures of open sets, and adjacent links intersect only at their boundaries. A
continuum is circularly chainable or circlelike if for each e > 0, it has a circular

chain cover of mesh less than e. Pseudocircles can be characterized as circularly
chainable, hereditarily indecomposable continua which can be embedded in any

2-manifold. A pseudocircle embedded in a cylinder (S1 x R1) separates that
cylinder into two open, connected sets. Pseudocircles have been widely studied,

and have many startling properties. For most mathematicians these objects are
outside the intuition and seem to be without structure. Quite the reverse is

true: these objects have a rich structure. For more information and references
regarding pseudocircles we refer the reader to [B, FI, F2, R, KR].

Finally, when proving that a continuum X is hereditarily indecomposable,

the following fundamental theorem is often useful. It appeared in the form
given here in [OT], but it is due to Krasinkiewicz and Mine [Kr, KM].

Kransinkiewicz-Minc Theorem. Let X be a continuum. Then the following are

equivalent:

(I) X is hereditarily indecomposable.

(II) For every pair of disjoint, closed subsets A and B of X and for every

open set U intersecting all components of A, there exist closed subsets

M and N of X such that
(1) X = MliN,
(2) ACM, BCN,and ,

(3) MDNCU-AUB.
(Ill) For every pair of disjoint, closed subsets A and B of X and for every

pair of neighborhoods U of A and V of B, there exist closed subsets

Xq, Xx, and X2 of X such that
(1) X = X0UXxUX2,
(2) ACXo and BCX2,
(3) X0 n X2 = 0, and

(4) X0 n Xx ç V and Xx n X2 C U.

III. Results and proofs

First, we define maps a, a, s, and T on S1 x R1 and R1 x R1 . (We

rely on context to tell whether the space involved is S1 x R1 or R1 x R1 . The

maps defined make sense in both spaces, the difference being that in S1 x R1,
(x, y) — (x + 1, y). That is, we think of Sl as the quotient space R'/JZ'.)

For (x,y) eS1 x R1 or R1 x R1, define a(x, y) = (x - y, y), s(x, y) =

(x, 128y- 127sin2rex) = (x,y + 127(y-sin27rx)), and T(x, y) = (2x, 2y).
Note that a and s are homeomorphisms in both spaces with <r-1(.x,y) =

(x + y ,y) and s~l(x, y) = (x, -^y + j2^ sin27rx)). The map F is a home-

omorphism on R1 x R1 but not on S1 x R1, with T~l(x, y) = (jx, \y) for

(x, y) £ R1 x R1 . Also, T: S1 x R1 -* S1 x R1 is not homotopic to the identity.

However, the lift T: R1 x R1 -> R1 x R1 is a diffeomorphism homotopic to the
identity.

Let B0 = S1 x {0} , or, depending on context to avoid ambiguity, R1 x {0} .

Likewise, let A0 = 51 x[-2, 2] or R1 x[-2, 2]. Let R = {(x, y)\y = sin2^x} .
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Thus, R is the graph of the sine function with R Ç R1 x R1 and R C S1 x R1

(depending on context). Note that each point of R is fixed under 5. See Figure
1.

Let p+ = (|, 1) and Pq~ = (\, -1). For n E S, p+ = (n + \, 1) and

p~ = (| - n, -1). (In S1 x R1, />+ = p£ for all zz and p~ = p^ for all n .

See Figure 2. Note that o~l(pf) = pf+l.)
For (x, y) i Dx/4(p+)UDx/4(p-) forany « , a(x, y) = (x, y). For n £ Z,

p =Pn or p~ , each point (x, y) in D\^(p)-{p} is on exactly one radial line L

through p in Dx¡4(p). Define a so that a(L) = L with a(p) = p . Further, if

(x, y) £ D3/X6(p) , then d{x,y) = d(p, (x, y)) < ^ . Define a(x, y) to be that

unique point on I at a distance of df   -, + 2~1diXty\ = dix,y) + (d?   , + 2~7).*(*.y)

For (x,y) outside D3/X6(p) but in A/4ÍP) » define a(x, y) in such a way
that a(x, y) is a point on L closer to /> than is (x, y) and in such a way

that the resulting a is a diffeomorphism (on both R1 x R1 and S1 x R1). Let

W = ao~xs~{. Then W~l = soa~l. See Figure 3.

For a finite collection fx, f2,... , fn of maps on a space, let fn= fn°fn-i°

...of.
Lemmas 1-4 and Theorem 5 prove that (1) it is possible to choose a sequence

gi,g2,--- of the maps T and W~l so that fl^=i(^i)_1(^o) is a pseudocir-

cle, and (2) for each choice of sequence gx, g2,... of maps T and W~l,

n£Li(£n)-1(^o) is a continuum that separates S1 x R1 into two disjoint, open

sets each homeomorphic to S1 x R1 . Further, they show that even if the re-

spective sequences consist of maps close to the maps T and W~l, then the
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Figure 3. Computer generated approximation of W3(A0)

results hold. In order to prove our final result, it is necessary to extend these

results to maps on Sl xR1 xS1, but the lemmas, theorem, and proofs given

here generalize easily to that situation, which is discussed later.

It may help, as far as understanding the arguments here, to remember that

the map W gives the indecomposability present in the invariant set, and that

Lemmas 4 and 4' make this precise. Lemmas 1 and 2 work together to give
Lemma 4 and then Lemma 4'. However, the indecomposability given the

invariant set by W is only an indecomposability "in the large." To give the
hereditary indecomposability it is necessary to adjust the sizes of the "zigzags"
associated with W so that all sizes are present, and that is the role of T in the
construction. Lemma 3 makes the properties of T precise.

Lemma 1 (Space: S1 x R1). Let e be a positive number less than 2~7. Suppose

that for each i £ {I, ... , n},  W¡ £ Ne/n(W).   Then if p = p£ or p¿, and

q E Dx/x67l+e/K(p), then Wn(q) E Dx/l6n+e/n(p).

Proof. For ß <\, (1 - cos(2nß))2 + (sin(2nß))2 < 2nß . (Consider the unit

circle.) This leads to the inequality

l-nß < cos(2nß) = sin(ji/2 ± Inn) = sin2n(\ ± ß).

Thus, if

(a, b) E Dß(p+) C[\-ß,\ + ß]x[l-iiß,l+itß],

then
s-l(a,b)E[^-ß,^ + ß]x[l-nß,l+iiß],

because s~l takes vertical lines to vertical lines. Similarly, sin27r(-5 ± ß) <

-1 + nß . Let p = (px, P2) and

B = [Pi-xk-ï>Pi + m + iïxlP2-T6-£>P2 + T6+e}-

Since s~xBCB, s~l(q)£B. Let s~l(q) = (qx, q2). If p = (\,l),

d(o~ls-l(q), p) = ((qx + a2 - 1 - i)2 + (q2 - l)2)x>2 < (5(4 + e)2)1'2 < ¿ .
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Figure 4

If p = (|, -1), a similar argument yields that d(o~ls~l(q), p) < 75 • Then

W(q) = ao-xs~x(q) E Dx/64(p) and W{(q) £ Dx/U)n+e/n(p). Thus,jve can

continue: since W{(q) £ Dx/x6n+e/K(p), WWx(q) £ Dx/M(p), and W2(q) £

Dx/x6k+s/Ap) • Eventually we obtain the result desired.   D

For each m £ 2", let

Im = A0n([m-\, m + lJxR1)

and let

L = ([m-\, m+¡]x[-l, l])öDxß(p+)üDxß(p++l)UDx/s(pZm)UDXß(pZm+x).

See Figure 4.

Lemma 2 (Space: R2). Suppose 0 < e < 2"1 ¡n. For each m £ Z, n E Nu{0},

Hm(U?=-„/«+.•)] = \Jt-n-Jm+i-  Vf°r every i<n,  WiE Ne(W), then

WnIm ç De(\Jl .„ 1m+i )■

Proof. For n' E N U {0}, let 6„, = [m

(n' + \

U    D^Ui)
i=-n'

U

«', m + | + n'] x [-1, 1] and let

■m+0

n' + \

U A/ste:
-n'

Note that U?=_„, Í-+I = dn> U r„..
Without loss of generality, suppose m = 0. Suppose then that (x, y) G

ft(U7—„//)• If W(x,y) £ 6n+x, we are done, for 8n+x ç [Jt-n-Ji- If
W(x, y) ^ 8n+x, then <7_1s_1(x, y) = (x, y) £ 0„+i , for otherwise (x, y) G

0„+i and a(ö„+i) = 0n+x . (Recall that a either does not move (x, y), or it

moves it along a radial line Z, containing some p++i or p~+; and contained

in 0„+i.)

y + HI sin 27TX > 1
5
4

Now a ls '(x,y) = (x,y) ^ 0„+i implies that y i
128

ory<-l,orx = x + -r^y +1|| sin 27tx >zz + | orx<-/z-f.ifx>/i-f-i

e (because x = x + y and x<« + | + |-l-e)
4 '

then y > I - e (because x = x + y and x < « + | + | + e). Likewise, if

x < —n — |, then y < -| + e. Further, x must be within | unit from some

±\+ j, for otherwise —v/2/2 < sin2nx < \/2/2 and -| + e < .83 < y =

T2gy + m sin27tx < .83 < | - e, which is impossible. If | - e < y < 1, then
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in+1
x = x+y<« + f-l-g, and (x, y) £ U"=-„-i ^ ■ Likewise, if-l<y<-|+e,

then x = x + y>-zz-±-l-± = -«-f-¿,and (x, y) G U"=-n-i h ■

Suppose then that sin2^x > \/2/2 and y > 1, or sin27rx < -\f2¡2 and

y < -1. Suppose first that sin27tx > \/2/2 and y > 1. For some pf,

|x - nxpf\ < j . Then

d2(o ls l(x,y),p
i+H

1 127  .  „
hT28};+128Sin27tX-

.     5
l+4

(I 127  .   .
+ {my+msm2nx -o:

1 127  .   _
l^+128Sm27tX -)

64 + 4 (, 128 + 2Î4 J + 2 vÏ28 + 2" J

1 127  .  „
my + — sm2nx-l

1 £

Ï28 + Ï28 ' 128 + 128

= 64 +

Thus, d(o-xs-x(x,y),pl,) < £, and oWx, y), />+,) < ^((^)3 + 2"7) <

.05. Then W(x, y) E Tn+X. If sin27rx < -\/2/2 and y < -1, a similar proof
yields the result W(x, y) E Yn+X. Thus, we have proved the first statement.

Since W(h) ç UL-i h> Wo) Ç A(U)=-i Í) and

WWx(Ïo)çw[dA Û //) J ç Ù £•

Then W2(/0) ç Dt([\]=_2Ii)x  so that WW2(/0) ç [)t-Ji
process, we obtain the result.   D

Continuing this

Lemma 3 (Space: S1 x R1). Suppose that 0 < e < 2~'¡n, m is a positive

number, and f £ Cl(Sl xR1) with f £ N¡(T). If A ç S1 xR1, \ > diamn^,

and diamJ > m, then diam T(A) > \ßm. If A = [a, b]x[c, d] ç S1 x R1

with b - a < 1 and diam^l < m, then T~l(A) has two components Ax and

A2, each of which maps onto A, and diam/á, < w/\/3 for i =1,2.

Proof. This follows from standard arguments and is omitted, although we re-

mark that it is here that the differentiability of T is important. (If T e

N$(T) - N¡(T), then it is possible for T~l(A) (for A = [a,b]x[c,d],
b - a < 1) to have more than two components. Further, if diam A < m < e, it

is possible that diam^i > m/y/3 for some component A of T~l(A).)   D
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Lemma 4. One-component, three-component property (Space: R2 ). Suppose 0 <

e < 1/1287C, k E N, n£Z, and \ > ô > § + e. If for each i E {1,... , k},

Wi E NX(W), then Wk(Ao) has the following properties:

(1) One-component property. Wk(A0) n ([nxpZn+k+l, nxp++k+l] x R1) has

exactly one component E that intersects both (DX/X6n+e(nxp++k+l) xR1)

and (Dx/x6+e(nxpZn+k+x) x Rj).

(2) Three-component property. Wk(A0)n([itxpZn+k+x+ô, iiip++k+l-S]xRl)

and E n ([nxpZn+k+x + à ,'nxp++k+l - ô] x R1) each have exactly three

components that intersect both {nxpZn+k+x +ô} xR1 and {nxp++k+l -

0} xR1.

Proof. We proceed by induction. Let k = 1. Fix n. If L is a horizontal

interval at height between -2 and 2 and extending from itxpZn+x to itxP*+l,

then PK(F) is a path beginning within p of the point pZn+2 ', then increasing

from there to within p of p++l ; then decreasing, with respect to both vertical

and horizontal directions, to within p of pZn+x ', and finally increasing, with

respect to both directions, to within p of p++2. Since Wx EN\(W), Wx(L) is

within y^ of W(L). The path WX(L) does not extend beyond l/64+l/128?r

of any point on the vertical line through (n + |, 1) nor does it extend beyond

1/64+1/1287T of any point on the vertical line through (n - |, -1), and it

only comes close to the points (n + |, 1) and (n - |, -1) on these respective
vertical lines. (Lemmas 1 and 2 guarantee these results. See Figure 5.)

For n £ Z, let A% = [n - \, n + f ] x [-2, 2]. Then Wx (Aß) consists of a

continuous collection of paths beginning close to pZn+2 , increasing almost to

p++l, decreasing almost to pZn+x and increasing almost to p++2 , and because

of Lemmas 1 and 2, the result follows for Wx(Aq) . The result then follows

easily for WX(A0) = Wx([Jn^A"0).
Suppose that the lemma holds for k - 1 and each «eJ. Then

(1) ^c-i(^o) n [(nxpZn+k, XiP^+k] x R1) has exactly one component Ek_x

that intersects both (Dx/x6jl+£(iixp++k) xR1) and (Dx/X6K+e(nxpZn+k) xR1), and

(2) ¡Vk_x(A0) n ([nxpZn+k +S, iixp+n+k -ô]x R1) and Ek_x n ({itxPZn+k +

<5, niP^+k - 8] x R1) each contain exactly three components that intersect both

{niPZn+k + SyX Rl   and  {njPn+k -S}xRl .

Consider Wk(Ao) = Wk(Wk_x(Ao)) ■ Fix n . If L is a horizontal interval at

height between -2 and 2 and extending from within 1/16^ + e of itxpZn+k to

within 1/167T + e of it\P*+k , then Wk(L) is a path whose left most endpoint is

within 1 /1 on+e of PZn+k+x and whose rightmost endpoint is within 1 /1 6ti+e

of pjj"+fc+i • From its left endpoint, the path Wk(L) increases (with respect to

both the x and y directions) to within l/ldn+e of P„_k+2 ; decreases (both x

and y directions) to within l/167r + e of PZn+k ', increases to within l/l6n + e

of p*_k+3 ; ••• ; decreases from within 1/167T + e of p++k to within 1/I6n + e

of /?I„_fc_2; and finally increases from within 1/I6n + epZn_k+2 to within

l/l6ii + e of p++k+i ■ Then Wk([nxpZn+k , ^iPXn+k] x [-2, 2]) is a continuous

collection of paths increasing and decreasing in the same manner from within
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1/167T + e of pZn+k+x to within I/I611 + e of P*+k+x, because of Lemmas 1

and 2. Also because of Lemmas 1 and 2, Wk(AQ) n ([nxpZn+k+x, itiP¿+k+x] x

R1) = wk([K\PZn+k » niPn+k^ x [_2, 2]) extends from within l/l(m + e of

PZn+k+x to within 1/16^-he of p++;k+1, because Ffc_], the "main" component

of Wk_x(Ao) extends from within 1/167: + e of pZn+k to within l/lbii + e of

Pn+k- Further, if the three components of Ek_xn([nxpZn+k+â, nxp++k-ô]xRl)

that intersect both vertical lines x = nxpZ„+k + ô and x = itxp*+k - ô are

denoted Ek_x, Ek_}, E^_{, then

Wk(Ek-i)n([nipZn+k+x+ô, nxp+n+k+x-ô] x R1)

D [Wk(El_x) U Wk(E2_x) U Wk(E3_x)]

n([itxPZn+k+x+^nxP^+k+l-ô]xRx),

and each E'k = Wk(E'k_i)r\([itxpZn+k+x +S, itxp++k+l -ô] x R1) is a continuum

intersecting both vertical lines x = nxpZn+k+x + 3 and x = 7ti/?~w+jt+1 + S.

Thus, FI, Ek, and F¿ are the three components of the Lemma. See Figure
5.    D

Lemma 4'. One-component, three-or-more-component property (Space: R2 ).

Suppose 0 < e < 1/I2%n, k £ N, n £ Z, m E N, and m < k + 1, and

\ > ô > f + e. If for each i e {1,..., k), W¡ £ N¡(W), then Wk(A0) n
([it\pZn+m , niPt+m] xR1) = D has the following properties:

(1) One-component property. D has a least one component E that intersects

both (Dx/x6n+e(nxp++m) x R1) azzo" (Dx/X67:+e(iiXpZn+m) x K')-

(2) Three-component (or more) property. En([iixpZ„+m+ô, nxp¿+m]xRl),

where E is a component as in (1), contains at least three components

intersecting both the vertical lines through iixpZn+m+ô and nxp„+m-ô .

Proof. This lemma is a slight generalization of Lemma 4, and its proof is sim-
ilar. It is therefore omitted.   D

Theorem 5. There is a sequence gx, g2, ... of maps on S1 x R1 such that

(1) for each i, g¿ G N¡(W~X) u N¡(T), and

(2) r(¡Z-o(gZl )(Ao) is pseudocode that separates S1 x R1 into two open sets,
each homeomorphic to Sl xR1.

Proof. Choose mxEN so that if {Txx, TX2, ... , TXtmZ} is contained in N¡(T),

then each component of TZlm ((-|, f ) x [-2, 2]) had diameter less than \ .

Choose an mx-element subset {Tx<x, ... , Tx,mZ} of N¡(T). The collection of

closures of components (TZlm )((-|, |)x[-2, 2])) forms a circular chain cover

Cx = {c(l, l),...,c(l,pi)} of (F-'mi(^0) of mesh less than {-. Let Fx =

ri,o...or1>Wl.Foreachj, 1 <j<px\ Fx(c(l, j)) = A0 = [-\, |]x[-2,2].

Now switch the setting from R1 x Sl to R2, i.e., go to the lift of Fx and
covering space of R1 x Sl. In this setting, we can think of Fi(c(l, j)) as

being [-\ + j - 1, I + j - 1] x [-2, 2]. If px < 5 , let nx = 0. Otherwise
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choose «i to be an integer such that nx > px/2. Choose an nx-element subset

{WXA,...,WX^} of N¡(W). __

Switch the setting back to R'x5'. Let Ax = (F~^) o Wiini(AQ). Then

M Ç M and Ax is covered by the circular chain Q . (Recall that with respect

to R2 and the lift of Fx, also referred to as Fx, Fx(c(l, j)) = [—\+j-

1, | + j — 1] x [-2, 2] for 1 < j < px. Choosing nx > Px/2 ensures that

(Wx,ni)~l([-\, Pi - \] x [-2, 2]) = Dx has the one-component—three- (or

more) component property of Lemma 4' with respect to Do = [~\ , Pi - 5] x
[-2, 2]. That is, there is at least one component of D0 n Dx that comes within

l/l6ii+e of the vertical lines through -\ and px-\ , and if | > S > f+e and

E is such a component then Fn([-^+ô, px - \ -S] x [-2, 2]) contains at least

three components that intersect both the vertical lines x = -| +3 and x = pi —

5 - ô. Thus, we have the one-component-three- (or more) component property

for Dx in Do and for Ax in Aq .) Let Gx = W~\ o- • • o Wfln o Tx t x o ■ ■ ■ o Tx, m,.

Choose m2 £ N so that if {F2ii, ... , T2,mZ} ç NX(T), then each component

of (^íl.) ° C«, ° (?S2)«-5 ' I) x t"2' 2J^has diameter less^than I. The

collection of closures of components of (TZxm ) ° ^i,n¡ ° (^2~m2)((_4> 4) x

[-2, 2]) forms a circular chain cover C2 = {c(2, I), ... , c(2,p2)} of A2 =

(3rS1)°(>C)0(r2"1m2)(^o) of mesh less than I. Let F2 = F21 o---o F2,m2 °

Wí7Í0"-0WÍ7¿,o7i,i0"-o7i,«i • For each ;', 1 <j<p2, F2(c(2, j)) = A0 .
Choose n2 to be an integer > p2/2. (Again, this is to satisfy Lemma 4' for A2

relative to A2.) Choose an «2-element subset {W2X, ... , W2„2} of Ne(W).

l^t A2 = (T^m)0(^n,)o(T2^mi)o(W^m2)(Ao).    _ _

Continue this process.   At the z'th level, A¡ = (TZlmi) ° Wx,ni o (T2~lm ) o

• • • o (TZxm) ° Wi,n¡(Ao) C Ai_x, with Ai covered by the circular chain cover

C, = {c(i, I), ... , c(i, pi)} , the collection of closures of components of A¡ =

W[~xm ) ° W,«i) ° ■ ■• ° (TZlm )(Ao), and m, chosen so that mesh C, < 2~'.

Then choose n¡ to be an integer > p¡/2, and choose {Wit 1,... , W¡,ni} to be

an an n;-element subset of N¡(W).

Note that Ao Zl Ax D ••• and X = f}°l0Ai is a continuum that separates

S'xR1 into two open sets, each homeomorphic to S1 x R1. Since for each

1, Ci is a circular chain that covers X and has mesh less than 1/2', X is

circlelike.
We need to show that X is hereditarily indecomposable. To this end, suppose

that H and K are disjoint, closed subsets of X and that U and V are open
sets in Sl x R1 such that H CU, K c V, and U n V = 0. There is some i

such that d(H,X-U)> 24~', d(K, X - V) > 24~', and d(U, V) > 24~'.
Consider C,. Construct the sets Xo, Xi, and X2 as follows:
(1) If c(i, j)nH¿0, then c(i, j) ç X0 .
(2) If c(i, j) n K ± 0, then c(i, j) ç X2 .
(3) If C is a subchain of C, such that both end links of C intersect H,

but no link of C intersects K, then \JC ç X0.
(4) If C is a subchain of C, such that both end links of C intersect K,

but no link of C intersects H, then \JC CX2.
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Figure 6

(5) Suppose C is a subchain of C, such that one end link of C intersects

H, the other end link intersects K, and no other link of C intersects either H

or K. Without loss of generality, let us say that C = {c(i, I), ... , c(i, l+k)} ,

c(i,l)f)H t¿ 0, and c(i, I + k) n K ¿ 0. There is ;', 0 < j < n¡ - 1,
such that Z = W¡>Hl o ••• o Wirn¡-j(Ao) n F,(|JC') has exactly one compo-

nent (in R2) that intersects both F¡(c(i, I)) and F¡(c(i, l + k)), and if C" =
{c(i ,l + 4),...,c(i,l + k-4)}, then Z n F,((J C") = Z' has at least three
components that intersect both F¡(c(i, I + 4)) and F¡(c(i, I + k - 4)). (See

Figure 6. We are applying Lemma 4 here and using the one-component-three-
component property it gives to get the "zigzag" needed between H and K to
satisfy part III of the Krasiniewicz-Minc Theorem. One appropriate way to
choose the "«" of Lemma 4 is to let n denote the greatest integer less than or

equal to /c/2, and then j+ 1 is the "/c" of Lemma 4, and Wi,n.-j corresponds

to "IT," in Lemma 4, Wx^_j+X to W2", ... and Wi>n¡ to "Wkn.) Construct
sets Zo, Zx, and Z2 as follows:

(a) If L is a component of Z intersecting F¡(c(i, I)), but not F¡(c(i, l+k)),

then L ç Zo.
(b) If L is a component of Z intersecting F¡(c(i, l+k)), but not F¡(c(i, I)),

then LC Z2.

(c) IfLis the component of Z intersecting bothF,(c(z,/)) and F¡(c(i, l+k)),

then because of the "three component property" of Z', L can be naturally di-

vided into closed sets Lo ; Lx, L2 such that Lo n Lx ç F,(U¿=A._4 c(i, I + k)),

U n L2 ç F,(Ul=0c(z, l + k)), L0n L2 = 0, F¡(c(i, /)) n L ç L0,
F¡(c(i, I + k))C\LC L2, and L0ULxuL2 = L. Then L0QZo, LX=ZX, and
L2CZ2.

Finally, Frl(Z0) ç X0, F~l(Zx) ç Xx, and Frl(Z2) ç X2 . Then X0 , Xx,

and X2 are closed sets such that

(6) X0UXXUX2DX,
(7) XonXiCV,
(8) I,nl2çi/,
(9) HCXo and KCX2, and
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(10) xonx2 = 0.
Thus by the Krasinkiewicz-Minc Theorem, X is hereditarily indecompos-

able. Since nondegenerate, hereditarily indecomposable, circularly chainable

continua in R2 (or Sl xR1) are pseudocircles, X is a pseudocircle.   G

We define a washer to be a set homeomorphic to S1 x [0, 1] x [0, 1]. Thus,

a washer is just a set homeomorphic to a solid torus.

Theorem 6. There are a Cl-map F0: R3 —> R3, e > 0, and disjoint copies Rx

and R2 of S1 x I x I such that if F £ Nx (F0), then

(1) (F(RX))°DRXUR2 and (F(R2))° D RXU R2,

(2) F is a local diffeomorphism on Rx U R2 and is differentiable on R3,

(3) B = {(x, y, z)|F"(x, y, z) £ Rx u R2 for each « > 0} is a continuous
Cantor set of continua with F(B) = B, and

(4) there is a dense Gg-subset G of M suchthat G is a union of components

of B and each component of G is a pseudocircle.

Proof. Let Ix and I2 be disjoint intervals in Sl with Ix = [-yjt' ngl anc*

h = [m> nil- Note that \ < l7il < î and i < |/2| < \. Let Rx = S1 x
[-2, 2] x h and R2 = S1 x [-2, 2]xl2.

For z £ Sl, let g(z) = 3z mod 1. Then g\I\ and g\I2 are one-to-one

maps with g(I\°) and g(I$) each containing both Ix and I2. A standard

argument then gives that if c*o, ax, ... is a sequence of l's and 2's, then there

exists exactly one z in Sl such that g'(z) £ Ia¡ for each z G Ñ. Further,

C = {z g S1 \g"(z) ElxUl2 for each n£Ñ} is a Cantor set in Sl.
Define F0: SlxRlx(IiUl2)-> SxxRlxSx by F0(x, y, z) = (T(x,y), g(z))

if z G h and F0(x,y, z) = (W~x(x,y), g(z)) if z G I2. Note that Fx =

Fol^1 x R1 x Ix is a local diffeomorphism, while F2 = F0\Sl x Rl x I2 is a
diffeomorphism. Choose e > 0, e < 2~9/n, so that if F G Nx(Fq), then (1)

F~l\F(Sl x R1 x I2) £ N\_1/K(F2X) and (2) if 6 ç F(Sl x [-2, 2] x I{) with

diamÖ < \ , then F~l\8 £ N¡_1/7l(Frl\0) ■ (If 6 is connected, then both Ffl\0

and F_1 \6 have exactly two components, each mapped homeomorphically onto

6 by Fx and F.)
Suppose F G iV^Fo). Checking that (F(Rx))° DRxUR2 and (F(R2))° D

Rxl)R2 is straightforward. Also, since F is in NX(F0), F is a local diffeo-
morphism on JRX U R2.

Remember that Fo and F have been defined only on S1 x R1 x (Ix UI2) so

far. We can visualize F0~l(Rx) and F0~l(R2) as follows: Each (x,y,z) in

Rx has exactly three preimages in S'xR'x (Ix UI2). It has two preimages in

Rx and one in R2. The two preimages in Rx occur because T is two-to-one

and (jx, \y) actually gives two points. The third coordinate z/3 is unique,

so (jx, \y, \z) = (T~l(x,y), g~l(z)) corresponds to two points. There is

only one preimage (W(x, y), g~l(z)), since W is a diffeomorphism and g\I2

is one-to-one.
The set F0~~l(Rx) consists of two components, one component being in Rx

and the other in R2 . Under Fo slices in the z-direction get moved to slices in

the z-direction.

The component of F0_1(i?i) in Rx is the set S1 x [-1, 1] x [-57J28 > ï?ffî] >
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Figure 7

a washer as was Rx. The component of F0~l(Rx) in R2 is {(W(x, y), jz +1)|

(x, y, z) £ Rx} and this set is just an annulus (a wiggly one; see Figure 7)

crossed with an interval. Again we get a washer, although this one has wiggles.

The component of F0~X(RX) in R2 maps one-to-one onto Rx and the com-

ponent of F0~l(Rx) in Rx maps two-to-one onto Ri. Note that with respect

to the lift space R2 x Sl, and appropriate three-dimensional strips of the form
J xRxI2,the washer F0_1(F:i) r\R2 has the one-component, three-component

property of Lemma 4. Each slice of F0~l(Rx)nRx is a set 5'x[-l, l]x{z} and

each slice of F0~l(Rx) r\R2 is a set W(A0) x {z} . As for F0~l(R2), the same

discussion applies (with intervals in the z-direction adjusted), i.e., F0~l(R2)

has two components, one in iî), which is just S1 x [-1, l]x J for some inter-

val /, and the other in R2 of the form W(A0) x J for some interval /. For

F G Ng(Fo), the situation is the same, except that now some "warping" may

occur. It is still the case that for z = 1, 2, F_1(.R,) (~\RX is a washer close to

FQ-l(R¡)nRx and F_1(iî;)niî2 is a wiggly washer close to FQ~l(Ri)nR2, but,

in particular, it is no longer the case that slices in the z-direction go to other

slices in the z-direction. The slices may get warped a little, but topologically

the situation is the same as before.
Consider B = {(x, y, z) g S1 x [-2, 2]x (IxöI2)\Fn(x, y, z) ERXUR2 for

each n £ N} . Since F~l(Rx) has exactly two components, each of which maps
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onto Rx, with one component in Rx and one in R2 , and the same is true for

F-1(jR2) , it follows that if a = a0, ax, ... is a sequence of l's and 2's, then

B(a) = f)°lQF-l(Ra¡) is a continuum in B. Further, if ß = ß0, ßx, ß2, ...

is a sequence of l's and 2's different from the sequence ao, ax, a2, ... , then

B(a) and B(ß) are disjoint continua contained in 1. Therefore, B consists of

a Cantor set of continua. (See Figure 7. Note that this is just a three-dimensional

version of the situation with C for F0 that was discussed two paragraphs back.
The fact that F is e-close to F0 (in the C1 metric) is important, as is the fact
that F is a local diffeomorphism.)

Now for a sequence a = ao, ax, ... of l's and 2's, the sequence Rao,

(]°^0F~'(Rai),... is a nested sequence of continua that converges to B(a).

If ß = ßo, ßx, ... is a sequence of l's and 2's that agrees with the sequence

a for the first n terms, then f]"^ F-¡(Rai) = flÖ F~1(Rßt) • Thus' B is
a continuous collection of continua. It is clear that F(B) ç B. Since both

Ri n (nSo^-'"1^,)) and R2 n (C(ZoF~i~l(Ro¡i)) are continua in B, it is

also the case that F_1(B) ç B, and, thus, F(B) = B.
Before we start proving that for a dense G¿ -subset G of B consisting of

components of B, each component continuum of G is a pseudocircle, please

note that Lemmas 1 to 4, Lemma 4', and Theorem 5 generalize to our three-

dimensional setting, with the annuli involved being replaced by washers which

are just thickened up versions of those annuli. Thus, it is possible to choose a

sequence a = ao, ax, ... of l's and 2's so that f)°^0 F~'(Ra¡) is a pseudocircle.
To get circular chains of small mesh we just choose as many l's as we need at a

given step in order to shrink the washer and its links, and double the number of
links (because then F_1 (x, y, z) is close to (F_1 (x, y), g~l (z))). To get the

desired level of the one-component—three-component property, we just choose
as many 2's as wee need. The l's are used to make the resulting continuum

circlelike and the 2's are used to make the small mesh circular chains "zigzag
sufficiently," so that the continuum is hereditarily indecomposable in addition

to being circlelike.
Suppose then that E = eo, ex, ... , e„ is an (n + l)-element sequence of l's

and 2's. Let 1(E) = n , and let F = {(x, y, z) G B|F'(x, y, z) G Rx if e¡ = 1,

and F\x,y, z) £ R2 if e¡ = 2 for 0 < i < 1(E)}. Then g = {Ê\E is an

(az + l)-term sequence of l's and 2's} for some n £ Ñ} is countable with E

both open and closed in B.

For each pair (n, E) e N x W, with F = eo, ex, ... , e„ there exist m(n, E)

and k(n, E) E N such that if, for each i, 1 < i < m(n, E), 1 = eñ+¡, and

for each z, I <i <k(n, Ê), 2 = eh+m{n~)+., then F = flto^"W > and if

Et = nfiW("'5) F-'i*«) and ETW = ^C,Ê)+k(n,e) F-i{Rg¡) ; then

{/m{n,E)+ñ-l \

D\D is a component of f]       F_!(i?ei)

n F-"-^"-^((-i.|)x[-2,2]x/,)l
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is a circular chain cover of Et of mesh less than 2 ", and (by an argument

similar to that in the proof of Theorem 5) ETw "zigzags sufficiently in 3."
(By "zigzags sufficiently" in 3, we mean the following: Let

3 = {3\3 is a component (for some D e3) of D n ETW}.

Thus, D is a circular chain cover of Etw ■ Suppose H and K are disjoint,

closed sets of Etw with the property that if d and d' are links of 3 that

intersect H and K, respectively, then d and d' are separated by at least 16

links. Further, suppose U and V are disjoint, open sets containing H and K,

respectively, such that if d is a link of 3 intersecting H or K, then the four

links preceding d and the four links following d are all contained in U or V.

As in Theorem 5, we may then construct the sets X0, Xx, and X2 satisfying

the conditions of the Krasinkiewicz-Minc theorem from the links of 3 .)

Let

E(n) = {(x, y, z) G F|F'(x, y, z) E Rx for each i £

{1(E) + 1, ... , 1(E) + m(n, Ê)}, and F'(x, y, z) £ R2

for each i g {1 + 1(E) + m(n,Ê),..., 1(E) + m(n, Ê) + k(n, Ê)}}.

Then for each n , E(n) is open in E, as well as closed, and Z„ = U¿ef F(n)
is open and dense in B.

Further, (x, y, z) is in Z„ implies that the component of B that it is in

has a circular chain cover (3) of mesh less than 2~n , and the circular chain

refinement (3) for the circular chain cover (3) "zigzags sufficiently" in the

cover (2). Then f|^=i Zn = G is a dense (/¿-set in B, and (x, y, z) £ G

implies the component of B containing (x, y, z) is a pseudocircle. Thus, we
have our dense Gg -subset of pseudocircles.

The only remaining problem is to do all this in R3, rather than in S1 x

R1 x5'. This is not difficult however. First embed S1 x [-2, 2] x Ix and
S1 x [-2, 2] x I2 smoothly and disjointly in R3. (One could perhaps think
of these sets in R3 as being two pieces of elbow macaroni arcing about the

origin.) Then it is possible to extend F0 defined on these copies of S1 x

[-2, 2] x Ix, and S1 x [-2, 2] x I2 in a smooth way (using perhaps a version

of the Tietze Extension Theorem), so that the resulting map on R3 has the
properties desired.   D

IV. Future goals

We hope to construct improved versions of this example. We would like to

construct a perturbable diffeomorphism F with an extremely irregular invariant
set many slices of which are generalized pseudocircles. This example will not be
so easy to picture as the example constructed in this paper due to the increased

number of dimensions, however.
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